
Introducing Happy Hardcore Vol.3 is, a sample pack designed specifically for Happy 

Hardcore and Hardstyle music producers. Packed with high-energy sounds, this royalty-free 

collection is your ticket to creating uplifting and euphoric tracks that will get the crowd 

jumping. 

Happy Hardcore Vol.3 features 5 construction kits, each bursting with WAV loops in 24-

bit/44.100 quality. These loops are expertly produced and carefully selected to capture the 

essence of the Happy Hardcore genre, ensuring that every element of your track bursts with 

energy and intensity. 

But that’s not all – we understand the importance of flexibility and customization in music 

production. We’ve included MIDI files for all the melodic instruments in the construction 

kits.  

This allows you to effortlessly tweak and modify the melodies, chords, and progressions to 

suit your unique vision. With MIDI files at your fingertips, the creative possibilities are 

endless. 

Happy Hardcore Vol.3 also includes presets from the industry-leading Serum and Sylenth1 

VSTs to take your sound design to the next level. These preset’s deliver a wide range of 

powerful, cutting-edge sounds that will elevate your tracks. 

Elevate your productions, energize your sound, and create tracks that will leave a lasting 

impact on your listeners. Step into the world of Happy Hardcore and unleash your creativity 

with Happy Hardcore Vol.3. Grab your copy now and start producing high-octane tracks that 

will keep the dancefloor pumping. 

Please note: For synth presets, you will need Serum v 1.357, and Sylenth v3. 067 or higher. 

What’s more, everything you get is Royalty-Free! Buy once and use in any of your projects 

in as many combinations as you want. Compatible with all DAWs and suitable for genres 

such as Progressive House, EDM, and more. 

Pack Content: 

5 Construction Kits 

41 Drum Loops 

34 FX 

44 MIDIS 

15 Bass Loops 

19 Bass Shots 

52 Sylenth Presets 

41 Synths Loops 

6 Serum Presets 

10 Vocals(Wet-Dry) 

 
 
  
 


